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SUNRISE ACRES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AUSTIN SMALL
Underprivileged Education Addressed Service Reflection
History
• Sunrise Acres Elementary School was opened in 1991
• The elementary school is located in Northeast Las 
Vegas
• Both the number of teaching staff and students has 




• Sunrise Acres Elementary School serves primarily 
minority and low-income families
• Their mission statement is “to increase academic 
achievement through accountability, pride, and grit to 
ensure success in college and beyond”
• Through use of food programs and activities to engage 
students, Sunrise Acres attempts to combats the typical 
struggles of coming from a low income household so 
that their students may achieve the best possible 
education
What I Did
• For the first few times volunteering at Sunrise Acres, I 
was helping set up new classrooms or doing paperwork 
in the office
• During this times I was mainly working with one 
member of staff or by myself, moving supplies from old 
classrooms to new ones
• As I started volunteering more I began helping in the 
classrooms themselves
• Some of the things I did in the classroom were engaging 
in activities with the students (I mainly worked with 
kindergarten to second grade)
Impact
• In this service learning project I believe my impact 
increased exponentially as time went on
• For my first few hours volunteering at Sunrise Acres I 
believe it was the mainly the staff I aided as I completed 
tasks they otherwise would’ve done
• I believe it was upon completion of setting up the new 
classrooms that I made a valuable impact on the 
students themselves, as my aide pushed the schedule 
forward an entire week, allowing the students to get 
into their new classrooms considerably quicker
• I believe my most valuable impact was in the classrooms
• My interaction with students made them have a more 
engaging experience in the classroom, and the students 
were very excited to have someone that they could 
interact with to a greater extent that the teacher
• Due to this, I can pleasantly say I have and am 
continuing to have a positive impact on some of the 
students of Sunrise Acres Elementary School
Issues
• It is not impossible for low income 
students to succeed
• However, issues such as hunger and 
“toxic” home lives (Brandon Wright, 
EducationNext), that are not present in 
more privileged families, can cause 
setbacks and/or distractions
• If these students do not receive and 
education that fosters academic 
development at a young age, they may 
never develop those beneficial habits
What it is/Who it Affects
• Author Michael J. Petrilli says “there’s 
long been a clear connection between 
socioeconomic status and students 
academic success” (EducationNext)
• Students from poor socioeconomic 
status face more hardships in achieving 
academic success than their more 
affluent counterparts
What You Can Do
• The best way to help alleviate this 
issues besides direct monetary 
donations would be to get involved 
at schools with primarily low income 
students
• Schools respond to the needs of 
their community (as best they can 
with funding), and the best way to get 
your voice heard is join organizations 
at the school, or attend board 
meetings (GreatSchools) and 
provided direct input
via the Las Vegas Sun
via National Center for Education Statistics
Via Edutopia
via PowerfulSchools
